In late Byzantium, monastic katholika were painted with increasingly complex programs. The introduction of expanded images and texts into many church interiors not only manifests the theological training of painters and the devotional intentions of patrons, but also reveals the spiritual world of the community of faithful. Through the selection of saints, the detailed illustration of the lives of Christ, the Virgin and other holy figu es, the representation of liturgical performance and chant, the mirroring of emotion, and the evocation of the senses, every painted program is intimately and uniquely connected to the lives of those who, having entered the church, were transformed by proximity to the sacred and through prayer. In this paper, I wish to focus on two areas of current research in the study of monumental decoration: how church painting, together with corporate prayer, could help forge emotional communities; and how imagery evoked senses engaged in worship, particularly the sense of sound. Such a discussion first involves the consideration of how words and images painted on the church walls worked in tandem as devotional tools.
As is well known, the church interior in late Byzantium was covered with images, from the level of the pavement to the apex of the dome. Yet many churches -particularly monastic katholika -were also filled with painted words. 1 Dedicatory inscriptions and epigrams in Late Byzantine churches have received sustained attention from scholars. 2 Similarly, the opening words of prayers painted on scrolls held by saints -particularly bishops in the sanctuary and prophets in the domehave been catalogued and analyzed. 3 Yet other kinds of texts were also visible in 1. For the meaningful absence of texts in rural churches, see S. Gerstel monumental painting. Texts drawn from the eucharistic liturgy, festal services, hymns, and the gospels were inscribed on paintings, engaging the celebrant and the faithful in the simultaneous contemplation of word and image. 4 The analysis of a single church suggests the intricacy of text / image relationships within a ritual setting. The mid fourteenth-century church (ca. 1360-1370) of the Virgin Peribleptos in Mystras, an important Late Byzantine katholikon, has yet to be the subject of a comprehensive study. 5 Analysis of the church's decoration reveals the sophistication of the painters and indicates how a variety of texts could be strategically deployed -together with paintings -for the unification, edifiction and spiritual elevation of the monastic community. Texts painted in elegant uncial letters are represented throughout the church in separate bands, on scrolls, and within narrative scenes. The inscribed images capture words that were read, chanted and heard within the building. Within the church, painted texts help the literate viewer identify subjects, recall illustrated passages, give voice to interacting figu es, facilitate emotional reactions, and conjure sounds. They can also point to sources of illustration.
Texts can unify the community through the common understanding of church dogma. In the Peribleptos, as Doula Mouriki has demonstrated, the selection of texts held by the prophets represented in two registers in the dome underscores the critical role of the Virgin in the Incarnation. 6 The unusual choice was guided by an individual who sought to emphasize the role of the Virgin in salvation. These texts were intended to produce meaning through their representation and examination; others were activated by their contemplation and oralization.
Within this highly charged ritual setting, texts offered voice to the represented figu es. The upper walls and vault of the north aisle and the upper walls of the diakonikon are given over to an extensive treatment of the Virgin's infancy and childhood. Today, the images are difficult to read because of surface damage. Photographs from the early 20 th century, however, indicate that many, if not all, of the scenes were inscribed with lines from the Protoevangelium of James. 7 The words were written in large, white upper case letters in two lines along the upper border and in some cases between the represented figu es as block text. Jacqueline Lafontaine-Dosogne, who analyzed the Peribleptos cycle, suggested that the densely illustrated images and lengthy texts were monumental adaptations of a series of manuscript miniatures, a view that was also promoted by Doula Mouriki. 8 Yet, in the Peribleptos church, the painter has arranged the scenes and their inscriptions in order to emphasize oral components of the text. The texts are arranged by spoken part, like the lines of a script, giving voice to the depicted figu es, a technique also employed in the painted south portico of the Hodegetria Church, Mystras, recently dated by Titos Papamastorakis to before 1322. 9 In the scene of the Council of the Priests, 10 for example, the text of the Protoevangelium is divided into two sections, each beginning with the identification of the speaker. Above the heads of the figu es, along the upper border of the composition, two lines of text begin: "the priests saying" (ἱερέων λεγόντων). Between the figu es, a narrow block text begins: "and the priests said to him" (καὶ εἶπαν αὐτῷ οἱ ἱερεῖς). 11 Illustrating the text, the priests excitedly gesture toward one other, expressing their concern about the young Virgin, who has resided in the Temple for twelve years. Mary stands between them in silence with her arms held tightly to her body. The scene, with its ongoing conversation conveyed in word and gesture, is located in the church's diakonikon.
On the expansion of representations of the
Elsewhere in the church, painters strategically modified texts to suit the needs of the faithful, trimming phrases or emphasizing certain words over others to produce meaning and to summon the spoken word. As in the scenes of the infancy and childhood of the Virgin, text and image work together to activate certain scenes. The text of the Gospels is arranged to amplify the dialogue between represented figu es. 12 In a scene on the southwest vault, for example, Joseph of Arimathea The words are illustrated in Joseph's bent, supplicatory posture, his outstretched right hand, and the way in which his left hand crosses his abdomen in fearful protection. It is perhaps not accidental, as we shall see below, that the word ΦΟΒΟΝ, fear, is placed on the lowest line, flush left, over the heads of the figu es -a cue to understanding the emotions evinced by the skillful painter. The last part of the text, "and Pilate gave him leave", is today missing, but is rendered in the governor's counter gesture of assent; his right hand is raised with the palm exposed to the viewer. As in many Late Byzantine churches, auxiliary figu es holding scrolls are inserted into scenes in the Peribleptos to provide exegetical commentary. This is the case in the Last Supper, for example, where David and John the Baptist stand behind a balustrade holding inscribed scrolls that comment on the scene before them. 15 In this church, however, full-length figu es are also represented in separately framed compartments adjacent to narrative scenes holding scrolls that were not only biblical passages, but also chanted portions of the liturgy. In the uppermost register of the west wall of the church, the prophet Zachariah extends a scroll inscribed with the prophetic text: Χαίρε σφόδρα θύγατερ Σιών. Kύρυσε (sic) θύγατερ Ιερουσαλήμ. Ιδοῦ έρχετε (sic) ο βασιλεύς σου ("Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion; shout aloud, O daughter of Jerusalem; for behold, Thy king comes unto Thee", Zachariah 9:9) ( fig. 2 ). 16 The figu e turns and gestures toward the representation of the Entry into Jerusalem, located immediately adjacent on the north wall of the nave. Although the text can certainly be read visually in connection with the Entry scene, it was well known as a verse that was chanted during the vespers before Palm Sunday. Thus, we see how the placement of the figu e, who turns toward the scene and holds an easily read text, not only evokes emotion (Rejoice!) and sound (Shout!), but also repeats a joyful phrase associated with the representation through chant. Image and text are connected to ritual celebration visually, orally, and aurally.
Passages from the chanted portions of the service appear throughout churches, with increasing frequency in the Late Byzantine period, 17 and this is especially the case in the Peribleptos. At the west end of the north wall, below the Entry into Jerusalem, the prophet Elijah carries an open scroll inscribed with the text of Psalm 117 (118):24: ΑΥΤΗ (ἡ) ΗΜΕΡΑ ΗΝ ΕΠΟΙΗCΕΝ Ο Κ(ύριo)C ΑΓΑΛΛΙΑCΩΜΕΘΑ ΚΑΙ Ε(ὐ) ΦΡΑΝΘΩΜΕΝ ΕΝ ΑΥ(τῇ) ("This is the day which the Lord has made, let us rejoice and be glad in it") ( fig. 3 ). 18 The prophet turns to the adjacent, west wall where he faces the scene of the Anastasis. The prayer inscribed on his scroll is chanted during orthros on Easter, immediately following the Resurrection. The two prophets, Zachariah and Elijah, placed in different decorative registers and facing opposite directions, bind together narrative scenes and monumental figu es across the space in which the community would have stood and through which the sound of psalmody would have traveled. The texts that refer to emotions (rejoicing) and sound (shouting; singing) are connected to celebration below.
In the north chamber of the church's sanctuary, the prothesis, Christ is represented as archpriest, celebrating the liturgy in the company of angels. 19 The painted scene dissolves temporal boundaries between the contemporary and historical churches, and spatial boundaries between heaven and earth. The beautifully written text under the angel / deacons on the north wall of the chamber derives from the chanted portion of the Holy Saturday liturgy: ΣΥΓΗΣΑΤΟ ΠΑΣΑ ΣΑΡΞ ΒΡΟΤΕΙΑ ΚΑΙ ΣΤΗΤΩ ΜΕΤΑ ΦΟΒΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΤΡΟΜΟΥ ΚΑΙ ΜΗΔΕ(ν) ΓΗΙΝΟΝ ΕΝ ΕΑΥΤΗ ΛΟΓΙΖΕΣΘΩ ("Let all mortal flesh keep silence, and stand with fear and trembling; and let it take no thought for any earthly things") ( fig. 4 ). 20 The text then continues on the east wall below the image of Christ as Priest: ὁ γὰρ Βασιλεῦς τῶν βασιλευόντων, καὶ Κύριος τῶν κυριευόντων, προσέρχεται σφαγιασθῆναι, καὶ δοθῆναι εἰς βρῶσιν τοῖς πιστοῖς ("For the King of Kings and Lord of Lords draws near to be sacrificed and given as food to the faithful!"). "Food to the faithful" refers directly to the offering prepared and blessed in this chamber, but equally to the adjacent image of Christ, who as priest, offers himself as the sacrifice. Importantly, the continuation of the text refers to angelic song: προηγοῦνται δὲ τούτου, οἱ χοροὶ τῶν Ἀγγέλων, μετὰ πάσης ἀρχῆς καὶ ἐξουσίας, τὰ πολυόμματα Χερουβίμ, καὶ τὰ ἑξαπτέρυγα Σεραφίμ, τὰς ὄψεις καλύπτοντα, καὶ βοῶντα τὸν ὕμνον· Ἀλληλούϊα, Ἀλληλούϊα, Ἀλληλούϊα ("Before Him go the choirs of angels with all the principalities and powers, the many-eyed cherubim and the six-winged seraphim, which cover their faces as they sing this hymn: Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia").
The inscription surrounding the Pantokrator in the dome of the Peribleptos church is a prayer sung during orthros on the feast of the Presentation in the Temple, celebrated on February 2. The text, the third ode of the Canon of the feast of the Presentation attributed to Kosmas the Poet, 21 reads: TO CTΕΡΕΩΜΑ ΤΩΝ Ε(πί σοὶ πεποιθότων στερ)ΕΩCΟΝ Κ(ύρι)Ε ΤΗΝ ΕΚΚΛΗCΙΑΝ ΗΝ ΕΚΤΗCΩ ΤΩ ΤΙΜΕΙΩ CΟΥ ΑΙΜΑΤI ("O Lord, the firm foundation [το στερέωμα] of those that put their trust in Thee, do Thou confirm the Church, which Thou hast purchased with Thy precious blood") ( fig. 5 ). 22 The elegant letters, painted in brown on a gold ground, are easily read from below. While it is tempting to attribute the selection of this text to its location in the dome through the understanding of the word στερέωμα as firmament, the chanted text is also of importance to the monastic community that used this building. The prayer is linked to a fundamental moment in the 21 history of the community, the rite of the consecration of a church. 23 Thus the word στερέωμα takes on yet another meaning as the foundation confirmed by Christ. For the community who gathered in this church, this prayer was tied to the life of the building, as well as to a life of heavenly prayer. Images and texts in this and other churches were intended to reintroduce humans into the paradise they had lost, and to invite the holy to descend and mingle amongst men. I begin this study with the Peribleptos Church in Mystras because it is one of hundreds of Byzantine churches that have yet to thoroughly studied -churches that are covered with sacred images that are not only aesthetically significant, but also iconographically and ritually important. The architectural remains surrounding the church indicate that this was home to a monastic community, which allows us to imagine with some degree of accuracy the kinds of services and ceremonies that took place within the building and the impetus behind some decisions about the church's monumental program. Study of the church's decoration also points to the loss of inscriptions which, painted on the most superficial layer of the wall surface, were most subject to damage and loss. As originally applied, the bright text -written in uncials and with few abbreviations or errors -would have been easily deciphered by literate members of the community and would have been heard by those standing in the presence of readers. For those unable to read the text, the lively gestures of the represented figu es indicated that the texts were concerned with speech. 23 . J. Goar, Euchologian sive Rituale graecorum, Graz 1960 2 (1 st ed. Venice 1730), p. 662.
Painting and Emotions
The representation of devotional images and texts intended to affect emotions like joy, sorrow, and fear also suggests that church decoration, comprising both text and image, was useful in forging what scholars like Barbara Rosenwein have termed "an emotional community." 24 In recent years, the study of painting and emotions has focused on Byzantine icons like the late twelfth-century bilateral panel of the Virgin and Man of Sorrows from Kastoria, 25 but has less frequently addressed similarly emotive monumental images. Henry Maguire's work on sorrow is one notable exception. 26 Yet, as noted above, inscriptions on the walls of the Peribleptos church mention joy and fear, emotions that are also captured artistically and heard in chant.
A discussion of a particular emotion -fear -encourages us return to the text on the north wall of the prothesis chamber of the Peribleptos where a clearly written inscription tells the faithful to stand in fear and trembling (στήτω μετὰ φόβου καὶ τρόμου) ( fig. 4) . The text, one of the most ancient chants of the Church, was sung during the Holy Saturday liturgy, a moment of heightened emotion as members of the monastic community, following a long period of fasting and spiritual introspection, anticipated Christ's resurrection. I want to consider texts and images that bind together communities of humans and angels through reverential fear. For this consideration, I need to move back in time before moving forward.
In a paper published in 1995, Kathleen Corrigan analyzed a small ninth-century icon of the Crucifixion in the collection of the Monastery of St. Catherine in the Sinai ( fig. 6 ). 27 The text is only fully read if one moves his eyes cross-wise over the central image.
The word order of the epigram, which directly addresses the Savior in the second line (on the right side), is adjusted to place the stress on a literate viewer's emotional response to the scene of Christ's suffering at the center. One could argue that the text's interruption by Christ's bowed head, introduced a break in the line before the reader, whom Corrigan posited to be a monk, visually decoded the word for fear. Corrigan rightly compares the text to passages from the Good Friday liturgy that emphasize emotional reactions to the Crucifixion, such as "the whole creation trembled. The foundations of the earth shook with fear at Thy power" and "the whole creation was changed by fear," 30 a point taken up by Thomas Mathews in a later article analyzing icons and religious experience. 31 The unusual, agitated style of the drapery reflects the emotional content of both image and epigram Fear is frequently named as an emotion in inscriptions found in monumental contexts, particularly in texts placed in close proximity to the church sanctuary, either framing its opening, carved on the templon that marks its threshold, or, as in the Peribleptos, on the wall of the prothesis chamber. Examples of such inscription are widespread. 32 An epistyle of 1052 now immured in the later bell tower of the Panagia Protothrone in the village of Chalke, Naxos, is inscribed: "Theotokos, Lady and Mother of the Lord, lean down, guard, and protect the supplicants who have renovated your glorious church" before asking her protection over "those entering in faith and fear." 33 The text is carved into two faces of the beam with the words "πίστει ἐν φόβω" located above the head of the faithful facing the sanctuary.
Inscriptions mentioning fear and trembling are found in other Greek churches of the 11 th century, and the frequency of such inscriptions raises a question about how the painted text was used to arouse or mirror emotions within sacred space. Was the community of faithful, in other words, gathered together through a shared emotional reaction to the sacrifice? The well-known inscription of 1028 painted on the framing arch of the sanctuary of Panagia ton Chalkeon in Thessaloniki, commands those beholding the altar to "stand trembling… for within, Christ is sacrificed daily, and the… incorporeal angels… circle around in fear." 34 Here, the human and angelic worlds collide as somatic trembling (human) is paired with reverential fear (angelic). Of all figu es in the apse, only the angels display any movement. The agitation of their robes is reminiscent of the undulating garments in the earlier Sinai icon. A nearly identical inscription once girded the apse of the late-tenth-century basilica of St. Achilleus on the island of Little Prespa. 35 The text is not limited to the Middle Byzantine period, but is found later, as well, in the sanctuary of the small, mid-thirteenth-century church of St. George at Longanikos in Lakonia, 36 where it is inscribed on a band dividing the Communion of the Apostles in the central register of the apse from the Melismos and concelebrating bishops below.
The same text appears in numerous post-Byzantine churches -in Cyprus, Mount Athos, Greek Macedonia, Thessaly, Epiros, Mani, and the Aegean islands. In many of these churches, the epigram is located at the sanctuary opening, in the apse, carved into the templon epistyle, or painted on the masonry screen. 37 In the eighteenth-century church of the Koimesis of the Virgin in the cemetery of Marathos, 38 a small village in the south of the Mani peninsula in Greece, the inscription is written on a white jagged band that runs along the upper edge of the masonry icon screen. The rendering of this text on a jagged band is found in other churches in the region as well, for example, in St. Nicholas in Exo Nyphi. 39 The unusual format of the band seems to emphasize the emotional resonance of the text. "Beholding" the altar through the narrow portal at Marathos, one sees a chalice painted within the curve of the apse, a representation of the sacrificed Christ ( fig. 7) . A thin band of letters immediately above the sanctuary entrance takes the symbolic meaning of the threshold one step further, giving voice to the portal and encouraging movement through it ( fig. 8 ). "I am the door" (ἐγώ εἰμι ἡ θύρα), the words state, "if anyone enters through me…" (ἐάν τις εἰσέλθῃ…). The inscription omits the end of the phrase (σωθήσεται), taken from John 10:9, "he shall be saved," although the priest, as well as the faithful would have reflexi ely supplied the missing word. One cannot avoid thinking that even in this very humble church in the Greek countryside the 34 painter has not erred in omitting a word, but has placed emphasis on the passage through the door, a passage that is both physically and spiritually tied to salvation. The portal, like the dome in the Peribleptos, is a conduit between those awaiting salvation and those who are saved, a passage between those heavenward and those earthbound. The inscription of a text referring to fear and trembling was significant, for the painted decoration of the church, through the use of word and image, aroused emotions that were intended to forge a close relationship between the community collectively involved in worship and the sacred. This use of art and text, placed in specific monumental settings to arouse an emotional response is not a Byzantine innovation, of course, but has much deeper roots in the Hellenic world. In considering epithets, performative texts, and inscriptions from the ancient Greek world, Angelos Chaniotes has analyzed how text and image are embedded in rituals that affirm the power of God, through the activation of emotions -particularly those of fear and hope. 40 Like the texts painted in Byzantine churches, many of the ancient inscriptions that concerned the fear of the gods are placed at the thresholds of temenoi or temples where they employ the vocative "Enter with no fear!" to invite the pure to cross into sacred space. In ancient contexts, the emotion of fear conditions the relationship of man and the gods, just as reverential fear is critical to the faithful in approaching God. Connected with acoustical and visual signals, the texts aroused emotions and bound the faithful together.
Within the context of the Byzantine church, the evocation of fear and trembling captures the emotional climax of the service -the moment when the faithful approached the entrance of the sanctuary to receive communion "with fear of God and faith." This liturgical formula is attested in a ninth-century scroll containing the liturgy of James, Vatican Library 2282, where the incipit for the communion call reads Μετὰ φόβου Θεοῦ καὶ πίστεως. 41 Let us recall that the small Sinai Crucifixion was painted around the same time as the liturgical scroll. The monks of Sinai would have used the liturgy of James for ritual celebration, 42 appropriating its language for the composition of the epigram. The mention of fear and trembling on the icon, and the codification of a language of fear and faith in the liturgical service, reflects a common use of highly charged emotional language in image and text.
Sporadically included in early Byzantine euchologies and in various word orders, the emotional call is regularly found in its canonical form only from the 10 th century, the time when the inscription about fear and trembling begins to appear, based on the evidence in Greek churches, in monumental painting. In the 11 th century, the Miracles of St. George confirms the use of the phrase within the sphere of Constantinople. According to the text: "And as the end of the Divine Liturgy drew near some of the Christians wanted to receive the divine mysteries. And…the priest said, 'With fear of God and faith, approach,' and all the Christians bowed their heads reverently and some of them approached to receive the divine mysteries." 43
The analysis of texts on icons and in churches of the Byzantine and Post-Byzantine period indicates how sacred imagery could elicit emotional responses -indirectly, through association with emotions rendered in paint, and directly by texts that were instructional. Fear, and its opposite, joy are emotions that are signaled in liturgical performance as desired reactions to ritual transformation; these emotions are conditioned by the confrontation of the human and the divine. And this emotional response was heightened by the manipulation of lighting, by the orchestrated opening and closing of doors to reveal and conceal portions of the rite, by the modulation of chant and by the movement of the clergy and faithful. At the moment of the sacrifice, in the presence of the incorporeal angels, the community was united in reverence.
Painting and Sound
Many inscriptions in the Peribleptos and other churches derive from the chanted parts of the service. Vocalized by the community, the emotional qualities of the texts would have been emphasized in chant. Together with painted icons, sound is a critical component of spirituality and reverence, and this sound influenced church decoration.
The words surrounding the Pantokrator in the Peribleptos dome were not only meant to be read, but also to be sung and heard. The words also recalled movement throughout the church, and signaled the gathering of the community below the dome. As the text, a katavasia, was chanted, the two choirs positioned along the north and south walls of the nave converged in the center of the building. Here, in one of the most acoustically resonant locations of the church, the words chanted by the choir rose up to the Pantokrator and were then sent downwards by the concave shape of the dome, creating the perceptual effect that earthly and heavenly voices mingled in the center of the building.
The perceived fusion of heavenly and human voices within the church is not a modern construct. As early as the 4 th century, John Chrysostom commented on the place of man, encircled by angels, within sacred space: "Think beside whom you stand, with whom you are about to call on God -with the Cherubim." 44 Chrysostom's observation that angels and humans share the space of the church is pervasive in Byzantine thought. Informed by writings on mystical theology, such observations about the joining of human and angelic voices have been taken as metaphorical, but they are also accurate perceptions of the movement of sound within the church, sound that also had emotional resonance. Byzantine intellectuals demonstrate an awareness of building acoustics, but also demonstrate an awareness of what is today called psychoacoustics, the study of sound perception. 45 An early reference to the acoustics of a decorated chapel comes from an encomion about the Cappella Palatina in Palermo, which was delivered on the feast of the Holy Apostles. Philagathos of Kerameos, who was certainly familiar with the form and decoration of Byzantine churches, describes the acoustics of the chapel: "The whole church, just like a cave, softly joins in the singing of the sacred hymns with its own voice, because the echo causes the sound to return upon itself." 46 The words are an accurate description of the desired reverberation within the church, particularly in domed structures.
Yet other intellectuals comment on their perception of sound. In 1321 the statesman and intellectual, Theodore Metochites, composed a lengthy poem in Greek hexameters entitled "Doxology unto God and Concerning What Occurred During his Life, and the Monastery of the Chora." 47 In lyrical terms, he praises the restoration work that he had funded at the monastery, the church where he would later retire and the one in which, shriven before death, he would be buried. His poem, corrected by his own hand, contains a number of details about the building's decoration -the magnificence of the cut marble and the stunning mosaics that adorned the walls. He describes liturgical vessels of silver, gold, encrusted gems and pearls, silken vestments, and icons covered in silver and precious stones. Of particular pride was his library, which contained hundreds of works, both of "divine" and "Hellenic wisdom." Of all of the volumes contained in his library, Metochites singles out the large number of manuscripts that are "of great utility for the singers in God's Church." 48 In a second poem, written a year later, "For the Mother of God; and Concerning the Monastery of the Chora," 49 Metochites delves into his motivations for funding the restoration. In this poem, also written in an archaizing meter, Metochites returns to the Chora church, in this case speaking about the experience of sacred sound in the building. Addressing the community, he writes: "My heart rejoices […] when I stand in your midst in the choir in church together with the glorious choristers of the Lord God; thereby, through you, are my ears and mind and all my soul filled with serenity and calm and love." 50 He continues:
O you blessed companies in Christ, standing on either side of the church, intoning the monastic song in praise of the Lord God, King of all, and the glorious Mysteries and Miracles of Christ the Master! These same did He shew amongst men and these same do the intelligences dwelling above in highest heaven, the angels, celebrate in hymns. Of the first light they are second lights, all-effulgent, most bright, and with them sing you songs of praise all the day long and sometimes all the night, crowding around on both sides of the church. Oh, Who could describe the ineffable pleasure of the antiphonal odes sent up on the two sides unto the King by the monks, singing equally in twofold division according to their venerable custom from the God-wise men of old who, most wise and moved by God, established holy and pious rules for each and every thing which is necessary in the monastic life, all of them ornaments wonderful to behold? At one moment the voice of song rises on high proclaiming God's might unto all, so as to instill desire and strength in those filled with enthusiasm by these hymns; and then again a bright, serene voice is heard in quiet, sweet, humble entreaty, begging mercy for our sins from the All-Good Lord God who is ever disposed toward mercy, for this is His nature. 51
In a letter written from exile in Didymoteicho, Metochites recalls with longing his experience chanting in the Chora: I remembered the old days and was longing for those months of days gone by, when I was present in the altar space along with the best of shepherds; when I was a member of the good choir and of the religious community singing hymns to God -I did it during both day and evening, sometimes at night, and sometimes throughout the whole night; when I was discussing things divine with the monks and was inspired by Christ's mysteries; and when, on the days of the feasts of the Lord of all of us I was filled with joy and was cheering and gladdening my soul with a pleasure indeed difficult to describe.. 52 In the same letter he defines the transformati e nature of Byzantine chant: … it is most chaste, and leads towards God and His worship; it gently charms the irrational part of the soul; or rather it befits rational beings quite well and does so by dint of what is natural and peculiar to matters sacred and divine, and by dint of a mixture of reverence and of plentiful, peaceful, and ineffable delight. 53 Theodore's letters describe the overwhelming experience of hearing and singing choral music in the church, the antiphonal, or two-choir chanting with monks divided on the north and south side of the nave, the perceived melding of human and angelic voices, and the singing of a choir and a soloist, whose voices weave together, but preserve in their threads individual coloration. Metochites is also writing about psychoacoustics, the effect of sound on the listener.
His interest in sound also extends to the images that survive in the church. In the Chora, hymnographers pause in the midst of composing funerary and commemorative odes. They find a place on the pendentives of a domed chapel given over to burials, including eventually, those of Metochites and his children. 54 The compositions they write are the texts chanted below, in a space shared by images of saints and portraits of the dead. The church's program also includes other subtle markers of sound -figu es gesturing in speech or reading from texts, cocks crowing, and toddlers -even holy ones -that appear to gurgle in delight.
Late Byzantine writers connected images with sound in direct ways. In his homily on the Nativity, as observed by Rossitza Schroeder, 55 Gregory Palamas, the fourteenth-century Metropolitan of Thessaloniki, emphasized the transformative effect of hymnody using the image -whether painted or imagined -of the Nativity:
On account of Him who is born today, shepherds stand in the same choir as angels, sing the same hymn, and strike up a melody together. The angels do not take the shepherds' pipes into their hands, but the shepherds, surrounded by the radiance of the angels' light, find themselves in the midst of the heavenly host and are taught a heavenly song of praise by the angels, or rather a hymn both heavenly and earthly... 56 As Schroeder observes, "Christ's birth, according to Palamas, allowed for the lowly shepherds to assimilate themselves to the heavenly choir." 57 Both Theodore Metochites and Gregory Palamas were well-known composers, and it is clear that many of their texts, playing with word juxtapositions and repetitions, were intended for oral performance. Both men were intimately familiar with churches painted with sophisticated imagery that visualized the texts of hymns and ecclesiastical texts. Their observations about the melding of human and angelic voices follow a long line of texts in which Byzantine writers note the same phenomenon; 58 they also prefigu e modern observations on psychoacoustics. As one might infer from the brief presentation of the Peribleptos church in Mystras above, the Byzantines were keenly aware of connections between image and sound. From the 12 th century, as André Grabar, Nancy Ševčenko, Gordana Babić, and Elka Bakalova have shown, hymnographers appeared in church decoration, occasionally paired with narrative scenes. 60 In the church of St. Panteleimon at Nerezi, fi e hymnographers stand below the image of the Lamentation, in the part of the katholikon where half of the choir would have stood ( fig. 9 ). For Nancy Ševčenko, the depiction of the composers reflects the importance of chant in the monastic community. This connection is supported by the texts that the figu es hold and by their hand gestures, which can be linked to choral conducting. Several of the texts, as Ševčenko demonstrates, are related to chanting. 61 be easier for us, because free from all danger, to keep silence in fear: While it is hard indeed, O Virgin, in love to devise songs harmoniously put together". (Στέργειν μὲν ἡμ(ας) ὡς ἀκίνδυνον φόβω ῥᾶον σιωπή[ν] τῷ πόθῳ δὲ παρθένε ὕ[μνους ὑφαίνειν συντόνως τεθηγμένους Ἐργῶδές ἐσριν]). 62 One of the most famous hymnographers, Joseph, stands at the left. His scroll is marked: "Receive, O Christ, these my hymns" (Δέχοιο, Χριστέ, τούσδε τοὺς ἐμοὺς ὕμνους) from the first ("compunctive") canon of Monday morning, chanted in the first mode. 63 Theophanes Graptos carries a scroll with an acrostic that reads: "The first hymn of the angels, by Theophanes". 64 The emphasis on hymn composition and chant signals the expansion of hymnrelated imagery in the Late Byzantine period.
Late Byzantine painting shows a heightened interest in the representation of hymns, not only through the depiction of composers and their texts, but also through the depiction of chants and, frequently, of chanters. Hymns are represented most frequently outside the nave in the subsidiary spaces that multiplied in the last centuries of imperial hegemony, or in spaces connected with burial, commemoration, or other devotional rites. Among other represented hymns is the Canon of the Soul, located in the south aisle of a small chapel in the Chilandar Monastery. 65 The Late Byzantine period sees the monumental representation of the Akathistos Hymn in more than a dozen churches. 66 The representation of the hymn not only signals the glorification of the Virgin, but the importance of a chant used in vigils in large monasteries, in front of the doors of the church, likely in the narthex. 67 The troparion of the Christmas Hymn "What shall we offer Thee, O Christ" which I have addressed in a recent publication, became the subject of numerous paintings in this period ( fig. 10 ). 68 In its earliest representation, in the church of the Virgin Peribleptos (Sv. Kliment) in Ohrid, the hymn is strategically located below a domical vault decorated with a full-length image of Christ carrying the incipit to Gregory of Nazianzen's Second Homily on Easter: σήμερον σωτηρία τῷ κόσμῳ, ὅσος ὁρατὸς, καὶ ὅσος ἀόρατος ("Today, salvation is come to the world, as much to the visible as to the invisible"), a text that was also chanted. 69 The chamber also includes the representation of hymnographers, which extends the program to consider issues of text composition. 70 Expanding on the canon of represented hymns, it is now possible to reexamine the painted programs of monastic katholika to question whether the insertion of unusual scenes may be linked to new musical composition in the Late Byzantine period, a period that witnesses the development of kalophonic, or highly embellished chant. 71 It is possible, for example, that the representation of the martyrdom of St. Demetrios in the Church of Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki, 72 may have been stimulated by new chant composition in honor of the city's holy patron ( fig. 11 ). In the 14 th century, the composer Manuel Plagitis, protopsaltis of Hagia Sophia, the cathedral of Thessaloniki, composed new kalophonic heirmoi for the feast of Demetrios. 73 The depiction of this scene of martyrdom, which is described in the heirmos, may very well have been inspired by devotion to the saint and the chanting of services in his honor within the city's churches. I suspect that collaborations between scholars of monumental painting and musicologists, focusing specifically on the Late Byzantine period, will reveal ways of linking new musical composition to new imagery.
Members of Soundscapes of Byzantium, a collaborative scholarly project, have recently investigated the relationship of sound images and acoustics in Byzantine churches in Thessaloniki. 74 One of the interests of the project is to look at ecclesiastical spaces that are marked by sound images. In several cases, images of hymns are placed over interior portals that have ritual significance. These portals, closely connected with the imagery around them, seem to be gathering points for the community.
I have already published preliminary thoughts on the representation of the Christmas troparion in the church of Holy Apostles in Thessaloniki ( fig. 12 ). 75 In this monastic katholikon, the troparion "What shall we offer Thee, O Christ" is depicted in a section of the north ambulatory that likely formed a chapel of John the Baptist. 76 The composition is centered over the arched door between the north side of the ambulatory and the nave. The composition is crowned by a heavenly portal with descending angels labeled "The angels offer Thee a hymn." Components of the hymn are illustrated from top to bottom and then left to right in two bands. At the bottom of the scene are two groups of monks represented in chant. These may represent the division of singers into the left and right choirs. In modern-day choral practice, the left, or north choir is charged with singing the hymn. The position of the image, in the north ambulatory, is in closest proximity to the left choir that would have stood on the other side of the door. Closer analysis of this and other similar images -almost always located over portals -and a consideration of fourteenth-century Byzantine chant has led to a new conclusion. A recent transcription from a sticherarion of 1341 (MS Ambrosianus A139 sup) suggests that the hymn 75 was chanted in a stately tempo that had an obvious processional quality. 77 The representation of the hymn over the portal to the nave may have marked the gathering place of the community before entering for the Christmas vigil. The image captures the sound and motions of chanting. Here, at a gathering point of the community, the chant was performed before the scene, with depicted monks facing their living cohort. The chanters would have then processed into the nave, passing under the composition.
In the late-fourteenth-century church of Prophetes Elias in Thessaloniki, the lite, the expanded narthex, consists of nine bays. The groin vaults and domes covering the bays are supported by four columns. In the vault above the entrance to the nave is a composition of angelic thrones and cherubim holding standards inscribed with the words ΑΓΙΟΣ ΑΓΙΟΣ ΑΓΙΟΣ, the beginning of the Epinikios or Seraphic hymn: ἅγιος ἅγιος ἅγιος Κύριος Σαβαώθ, πλήρης ὁ οὐρανός καὶ ἡ γῆ τῆς δόξης σου ὡσαννὰ ἐν τοῖς ὑψίστοις ὐλογημένος ὁ ἐρχόμενος ἐν ὀνόματι Κυρίου· ὡσαννὰ ἐν τοῖς ὑψίστοις ("Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord of hosts, heaven and earth are full of Your glory. Hosanna in the highest. Blessed is He Who came and will come in the Name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest") ( fig. 13 ). The prayer, from the Anaphora and the Great Doxology, refers to the interplay of human and heavenly worship. The space in which the prayer was located, the lite, was used for the recitation of monastic hours. Acoustical testing demonstrated much higher clarity in this space than in the adjacent nave, indicating that the community would have easily understood and appreciated the complexities of the chanted service ( fig. 14) . 78 In the church of St. Nicholas Orphanos in Thessaloniki, nine scenes from the Akathistos Hymn are represented in the north aisle of the ambulatory. The space, originally closed off by a wall, formed a separate chapel in the Late Byzantine period, likely dedicated to the Virgin. The Akathistos cycle, as preserved today, is incomplete. The cycle is painted on the south wall of the chapel, which is pierced by a low portal leading to the sanctuary and a higher portal leading to the adjacent nave. Originally, the cycle likely continued on the west and north walls of the chapel. Because of an interest in the connections between paintings of sound and acoustics, Soundscapes of Byzantium investigated the north aisle of the church in order to consider the acoustics of a space decorated with the Akathistos hymn. The recording of chanters in front of the Akathistos scenes was unsatisfactory; the lack of resonance was disturbing to both chanters and listeners. 80 During testing, however, one chanter moved to the central nave to sing the Akathistos at the threshold 79. John Chrysostom, In Isaiam, ed. J. Dumortier (SC 304), 6.3. 80. Changes to the space, including the removal of the west wall of the chapel, impacted the acoustical environment.
of the sanctuary. Unlike the singing in the north chapel where the chanter's voice fell flat, the sound of the voice chanting on the west side of the sanctuary screen, facing the altar, was funneled through the lower portal below the representation of the fourteenth oikos of the Akathistos Hymn. 81 Sound emerged as if through a microphone (fig. 15 ). The representation of the oikos is inscribed: ΞΕΝΟΝ ΤΟΚΟΝ ΙΔΟΝΤΕΣ ΞΕΝΩΘΩΜΕΝ ΤΟΥ ΚΟΣΜΟΥ ΤΟΝ ΝΟΥΝ ΕΙΣ ΟΥ(ΡΑ)ΝΟΥΣ ΜΕΤΑΘΕΝΤΕΣ ("Seeing the strange childbirth, let us be estranged from the mundane, transporting our mind to heaven"). The young Christ is seated on a bench at the center of the composition with a bishop and a cluster of chanters represented to either side. Because the composition is generally cropped in publications that focus on monumental painting, scholars have not noted that the bench is centered over the door; the painter seems to have taken this architectural feature into account when planning the scene. Activated by chant in the nave, this portal became a magnifier of sound. The representation of chanters immediately above the portal, like those represented in the Christmas troparion in Holy Apostles, must be deliberate. The selection of oikos fourteen for this location, with its emphasis on "transporting our mind to heaven," refers to the role of chant in spiritual elevation, recalling Metochites' thoughts about the transformative effects of choral singing. In this small church, the sound of chant, the words of the chant, and the sacred images are linked in an unexpected and sophisticated way. As gathering points of the community, portals became important sites for images of sound. The study of such images is in its infancy, but even a brief collection of examples indicates that this is a fertile area for future study.
In this paper, I have focused on two issues of concern for the study of the decoration of sacred space: art and emotion, and art and sacred sound. The two topics, of course, are related, since sound -both the form of chant and the content of chant -generates emotions within the community. As art historians, we need to consider chanted texts when we think about the resonance of images in sacred space. In the late twelfth-century church of Panagia tou Arakos in Cyprus, Joseph, one of four represented hymnographers, carries a scroll inscribed with a canon to the Virgin: "Beholding God, made flesh from Thee, O Virgin, the choirs of angels were stricken with fear, and they honor Thee as Mother of God through ceaseless hymns." 82 The text, held by one of the most prolific hymnogaphers of the church, 83 reminds us of the close connections between the language of hymnography, the sound of chant and the emotional communities that were created in response. In the church of the Peribleptos in Mystras, the text undergirding the angels, referring to fear and trembling, was one that was chanted. The chanted text surrounding the Pantokrator makes reference to emotions. Monks represented in Holy Apostles, Thessaloniki, raise their hands in chant. Chanters are represented above a portal in the church of Nicholas Orphanos, a portal that channeled sound. An integrative approach to the consideration of Byzantine images and sacred space requires us not only to look, but also to feel, and to listen. Just as the building was designed to frame and highlight images, so was it constructed to evoke emotional responses to those images, and to hear those images through prayerful song. For, in monastic communities of late Byzantium image and the chanted word worked together, giving vision and voice to one another, and preparing the faithful, through heightened emotions, to perceive the sacred. It was only at this moment of perception that the angels would descend and participate in a liturgy performed simultaneously on earth and in heaven. 
